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The Stuttgart automotive group Daimler AG will be investing half a billion 
euros in the Mercedes-Benz plant in Berlin-Marienfelde, with diesel mo-
tors and parts for engines to be manufactured here among other things. 
With this major investment, the production site in the German capital 
is set to become a high-tech location for the component manufacturing, 
while a multitude of supplier companies in the region also stand to profit 
from the investment. In addition Berlin will become Daimler‘s worldwide 
competence centre for the development and production of an innovative 
engine control system enabling reductions in fuel consumption and harm-
ful emissions. 150 mln euros are set to be invested by the end of this 
year. The remaining 350 mln euros will then be used to purchase highly-
automated machines and equipment over the next few years. | more info

Gigantic: Daimler to invest half a billion euros in its Berlin plant

A Daimler employee assembling a Mercedes-Benz V6 diesel engine of 
type OM642, which is used in the E-and S-Classes as well as in Mercedes 
off-road vehicles. 126,716 of these engines have been manufactured in 
Berlin over the past year. (Press photo: Daimler AG)

The State of Brandenburg is planning to increase its economic collabora-
tion with China and recently dispatched a 40-strong economic delegation 
on a one-week visit to the country. In the presence of politicians and 
business leaders, a cooperation agreement was duly signed between the 
State of Brandenburg and the Chinese province of Hebei. The regio nal 
govern ment envisages particular potential for cooperation in the trans-
port, energy, water and agricultural sectors. The first contracts have al-
ready been signed with two companies from Wildau. Firstly the company 
McPhy Energy Deutschland has obtained an order for the construction of 
a 4 MW hybrid power station in which wind  power can be stored tempora-
rily with the help of hydrogen generation.  Furthermore the German com-
pany AneCom Aero Test will be assisting the Chinese aviation group Avic 
Commercial Aero Engines in the development of its engines. | more info

New deals: Cooperation between Brandenburg and China continues to grow

The delegation from Brandenburg, led by State Prime Minister Dietmar 
Woidke (right), also visited the CHINT Group in Hangzhou, China. During 
their stay, Cunhui Nan (left), founder and President of the Board of 
the CHINT Group, reiterated his intention to continue developing the 
company‘s German site in Frankfurt (Oder). The group operates with its 
subsidiary Astronergy a solar plant here with 210 staff and an annual 
production of 750,000 modules. (Photo: CHINT Group)

New service: State of Brandenburg sets up Point of Single Contact

Whether you wish to establish a cleaning agency, an IT company, a skil-
led trades business or start as an architect or tax advisor in  Brandenburg, 
the Brandenburg Point of Single Contact provides services to the  service 
industry including extensive information about the requirements and 
formalities for setting up a services business in Brandenburg. The Point 
of Single Contact is accessible online: the necessary adminis trative steps 
for setting up a business can be conveniently completed online via the 
web portal www.eap.brandenburg.de. The Brandenburg Point of Single 
Contact was established through the EU Services Directive. It aims 
to help national, European and foreign service companies to set up a 
 business in Brandenburg. The Points of Single Contact are a Europe-wide 
service. | more info

Who is responsible for what? Where do I need to apply for what? Which 
documents do I require? Company representatives or founders can now 
find the answers to these questions and more on the Single Point of 
Contact website. The Brandenburg Point of Single Contact team is 
 currently doing the rounds at trade fairs in an effort to publicise these 
new services for business. (Photo: MWE)

http://www.wtcbb.de/en/
https://eap.brandenburg.de/web/sbb/startseite
https://eap.brandenburg.de/web/sbb/startseite
http://media.daimler.com/dcmedia/0-921-656489-1-1816293-1-0-0-0-0-1-0-0-0-1-0-0-0-0-0.html?TS=1435054573777
http://www.mcphy.com/pdf/PR_2015-06-03_McPhy_HEBEI.PDF
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The company logo has already been installed: In opting for the location, 
ERGOKONZEPT AG cited particularly the site‘s excellent location near the 
motorway A12 and the existing environment in the Technology Park East 
Brandenburg in Frankfurt (Oder). The ultra-modern building was built in 
2008 and is suitable for research and development as well as for series 
production. It has a floor space of 2,250 square meters and contains in 
addition to the production area also capacities for offices and research 
laboratories. (Photo: ICOB)

The ERGOKONZEPT AG has acquired the production hall of the former 
 solar company Odersun in Frankfurt (Oder). The innovative company from 
Potsdam  schedules to create around 60 new jobs in the fields of pharma-
ceuticals and motor development at its new location in the Techno logy 
Park East Brandenburg until the end of 2018. The former will include, 
among others, the development of homeopathic medicine and the pro-
duction of stem cells for paramedicine. In addition, the company will 
concentrate on developing a technical solution enabling significant re-
ductions in fuel consumption and harmful emissions from combustion 
engines. As Ingolf Piechota, Project Manager at ERGOKONZEPT, reports, 
the decision for Frankfurt (Oder) was straightforward: ”We were on the 
lookout for a location suitable for developing our wide range of products. 
As soon as the city informed us, that our utilization concept matched the 
existing land-use plan, we decided quickly.” | more info

Innovative: ERGOKONZEPT AG to invest in Frankfurt (Oder)

The online fashion retailer Zalando (www.zalando.de), which is based in 
Berlin, entered the black for the first time last year with a turnover of 
2.21 billion euros and is intending to further invest substantially in new 
shop technologies and its own brands. Europe‘s largest online provider 
of shoes and fashion, which is now also listed on the stock exchange, is 
at the same time intending to create 2,000 new jobs and is particularly 
on the lookout for software experts and fashion designers. The online 
retailer is increasingly becoming one of the mainstays of the Berlin and 
Brandenburg economy. Besides Zalando, the internet jumbo  Amazon has 
also been creating headlines for the right reasons in Germany‘s  capital 
city. A newly opened development centre, for which 450 new jobs are 
planned, is to be built to handle issues like cloud computing and intelli-
gent forecasting of new purchasing trends. | more info 

Further growth: Online fashion retailer Zalando planning 2000 new jobs 

Zalando Directors David Schneider, Robert Gentz and Rubin Ritter (left 
to right) rang the traditional stock exchange bell on October 1st 2014 
to signal the company‘s launch onto the stock exchange, thereby laying 
the foundation for further investments and international growth. The 
company was founded in 2008 and, by the end of 2014, already employed 
7,600 staff. (Press photo: Zalando)

On June 11th 2015, the Frankfurter Brauhaus was awarded the German 
national honorary award for the high quality of its products: Federal Mini-
ster Christian Schmidt (3rd f. l.) handed over the medal and certificate to 
the prize winners together with DLG President Carl-Albrecht Bartmer (2nd 
f. r.) in the presence of Hop queen Johanna Reith. (Press photo: DLG)

The German Federal Office for Agriculture and Food has recently awarded 
18 German breweries including the Frankfurter Brauhaus from Frankfurt 
(Oder) with the national honorary award (Bundesehrenpreis) 2015. The 
award is the highest accolade that can be awarded to German breweries. 
The prize winners achieved the best results for beer in the entire country 
in quality tests conducted by the German Agricultural Society (Deutsche 
Landwirtschafts-Gesellschaft, DLG e.V.). Key factors in this assessment 
were purity of taste, quality of bitterness, full-bodiedness, freshness and 
stability of taste during storage periods. The Frankfurt (Oder) brewery 
was also able to announce a further success recently as it has star-
ted producing large quantities of German discount grocery store Aldi‘s 
 own-brand beer ”Maternus“ again. | more info

Award-winning quality: Frankfurt brewery awarded again 

http://www.wtcbb.de/en/
http://www.tcb-beverages.com/company.php
http://www.ergokonzept.de/index.php/de/
https://corporate.zalando.com/sites/default/files/150522_cc_pressemappe_en.pdf
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815 companies from throughout Germany made it onto the shortlist and hence the fi nal round for the medium-sized business 
awards (Großer Preis des Mittelstandes), one of the best known business prizes in Germany. It is awarded by the Oskar-Patzelt 
Foundation. Among these, 71 companies alone stem from Berlin-Brandenburg – with the breadth of candidates ranging 
from biotechnology to commercial bakeries. According to Albrecht Gerber, Minister for Economics and Energy in the State 
of Brandenburg, this is an illustration of just how well small and medium-sized businesses are now performing in the region 
and their depth and breadth. | more info

71 candidates from Berlin-Brandenburg for medium-sized businesses prize

The trade between Germany and Poland is continuing to grow rapidly. In 2014 it attained a volume of around 87 billion 
euros with a growth of more than 11 percent compared to the previous year. According to the Federal Offi ce for Statistics, 
goods equivalent to 47.5 million euros were exported to Poland (+12%) with goods worth 39.7 billion euros imported in turn 
(+10%). Poland is now among Germany‘s ten most important trading partners. | more info

New record for German-Polish trade

Newsticker

The tourism sector in Berlin-Brandenburg continues to grow. In the first quarter of 2015 about 676,800 guests have visi-
ted Brandenburg alone, who were in turn responsible for booking 1.78 million overnight stays. This is an increase of 4.1 
percent compared to the same period for the previous year. The capital city too continues to shine as an international 
tourist  attraction. In 2014 it surpassed the 28 million mark for overnight stays for the first time, a figure up on 6.5 percent 
 compared to 2013. This makes Berlin one of the fastest-growing international metropolises. It is now firmly established as 
one of the top 3 travel destinations in Europe. | more info

Tourism in Berlin-Brandenburg still on the up

Meet companies from Berlin-Brandenburg!

The states of Berlin and Brandenburg have been exhibiting under the umbrella brand “The German 
Capital Region“ at leading national and international trade fairs for more than ten years now.  
In accordance with an increasing number of trade fairs, the number of companies based in Berlin 
and Brandenburg and exhibiting at such community booths is also increasing steadily. Interested 
parties can fi nd all trade fairs at which companies from the German capital region will be present 
in the current Trade Fair Participation Programme for 2015. >> PDF-Download
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